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*CONDOLENCES:  *Karen Carson, a good friend of Vickie Cornelison, went home to be with the Lord.  Her funeral was 

yesterday.  Please pray for the family. 

PRAISE:  Rose Goldsby, tests done Sept. 9 showed she is Cancer free.  To God be the glory. 

*Friend of Frank Foreman,  Angie,  has COVID.  Please pray for her recovery. 

*Son of Kenny & Linda Collyear,  Brian, who lives in Charlotte, N.C. has COVID pneumonia.  Please pray for his full  

recovery. 

*Wife of Byrl Johnson, Jackie,  had a stroke Tuesday, August 31 and was recently released from hospital.  She has a 90% 

coronary blockage and blood clot.  They are waiting to schedule surgery in Indianapolis.  Please pray for Jackie. 

Dennis Zurcher was hospitalized this past week with dehydration.  Doctors noted he needs to eat more than he has been on a 

consistent basis, as well as drink Powerade and G2 for electrolytes.  In addition, he is to watch his sugar intake, including 

sugar free things. 

Duane Sears has been at the Louisville Baptist Health Hospital for tests due to a fall.  He was transferred Friday 9/10 to  

Nazareth Rehab Center to get stronger.  Please keep Duane and Shirley in your prayers. 

Daughter of Nancy O'Dell,  Judy Morris,  has macular degeneration in one eye and is having trouble with her other eye.  

She sees the doctor this Tuesday.  Please pay for Judy. 
 

*UPDATE:  Friend of Don & Marcia Schoolcraft, Heather Fleener, is home from the hospital following COVID  

pneumonia.  Her daughter, Carter,  who is 10 years old, now has COVID.  Please continue to pray for Heather and Carter. 

*UPDATE:  Jennifer & John Gillmore,  previous church members, reported that their family is doing well after the storm 

last week  that hit New Orleans.  Their children are doing good and dealing with clean up, but no injuries.  Continue to pray 

for them and all those affected by the storm. 

*UPDATE:  James J. Fanelli, new to GracePoint Church, asked to continue to pray for his granny, Madalens Palmer and 

Gilbert Marcus. 
*UPDATE:  Deana Brown's mother is recovering from heart surgery.  Please continue to pray as she is very weak. 

*UPDATE:  Bob Richardson saw the neurologist 9/7.  Waiting on blood results at this time.  He was also referred to a 

Neuro Ophthalmologist.  Please continue to pray for Bob. 

*Continue to pray for  Linda Richardson  continues with her double vision problem and will see a Neuro Ophthalmologist  

Sept.23.  In addition, continue to  pray for Linda's sister, Janet Rucker and her husband Mike;  as well as her brother Duke 

Vaughn.  They all have serious health issues. 

*Continue to pray for Kay Behymer urgent unspoken request. 

*Continue to pray for  JoAnn Whitaker is still doing treatments for lung cancer.  The recent tests show the treatments are 

working and cancer has decreased 50%.  Continue to pray. 

*Continue to pray for David Lee is home from the hospital and doing well after his heart transplant.  Pray for his full  

recovery. 

*Continue to pray for Brian Austin as he continues to recover from back surgery.  Pray for his continued pain. 

*Continue to pray for Carl Reuter's brother, Tom Reuter.   His prostrate cancer has spread to lymph nodes and  

abdomen.  

*Continue to pray for Dorothy Rynard's daughter, Roslyn Robertson.  Her back surgery is scheduled for September 20.  

Please pray for her pain. 

*Continue to pray for Cher Austin's sister-in-law's father, Richard Roberts, who has severe skin cancer and is going 

through chemo and radiation.  Also, 13 year old great niece, Adysen Armand, diagnosed with a leaking heart mitral valve. 

*Continue to pray for Beth Cox's Dad as they found more blood clots and he recovers from a stroke. 

*Continue to pray for Kenny (Diana) Whitaker as he recovers from reconstructive surgery. 

*Continue to pray for  Anita Gaede's mother who is in the beginning stage of congestive heart failure.   

*Continue to pray for Dorothy Rynard's niece, Tina.  She is in the hospital with renal failure. 

*Continue to pray for Andrew Jackson's mother and father as they recover from COVID. 

*Continue to pray for Dorotha Holmes' physical condition; as well as for her son, Jim, recovering from colon cancer. 

*Continue to pray for Earl Porter's carpal tunnel surgery to be scheduled in the next couple weeks. 

*Continue to pray for Jessica Lovins.  MRI was clear but discovered an 11mm tumor.  They will rescan in November. 

*Continue to pray for Jenny Honea's sister-in-law, Lynn, who has spots on her colon. Date has not been set for surgery. 

*Continue to pray for Janet Skaggs' daughter, Rebecca Hardwick, as she recovers from back surgery.  

*Continue to pray for Steve Abner's brother, Terry, as he recovers from cancer surgery.  

*Continue to pray for Don Schoolcraft as he recovers from a heart attack.  Because of this, they have postponed his hip 

surgery until Dec. 29th.  Please keep Don & Marcia in prayer. 

*Continue to pray for Vickie Cornelison as the doctors decide what to do about a knot they found in her good leg.  

*Continue to pray for Larry White, as he deals with serious health issues. 



CONTINUED PRAYER: 
Cheryl Abner's brother & wife (Glenn & Carol Byerly)-                

 Carol-Alzheimer's & Glenn-depression 

Helen Adams - salvation for family members 

Laura Adams (V.Morgan's niece)-testing for MS-pray for salvation 

Cher Austin - serious health issues - pray for doctors also 

Kay Behymer - salvation of family & her grandson, Mason 

Duane Booker - serious back issues - been in hospital 

Brandy (T. Boyer's co-worker's daughter) - rare cancer - lost her eye

 now spread to lung 

Donna Bradbury - physical therapy for arthritis in her back.  Also for 

granddaughter Allie Bradbury.  She is 14 yrs. And has disease affecting 

her colon. 

Judy Brown's sister-Sue Shelby - dementia is getting worse 

Carrie Buis (friend of Lovins)-breast cancer has metastasized-stage 3   

Pebbles Bunch - severe kidney problems 

Sandy Byers' grandson, Jacob - testing for rare type of leukemia 

Jerry Carter (Food Pantry request) - has addiction issues 

Forrest & Myra Chambers-strength for both for Myra's dementia 

Lillian Clarke - health 

Julie Clemm - rare ovarian cancer - cannot do chemo 

Lisa Coffee - fighting breast cancer 

Shirley Dunaway (A. Jackson's gmother)-congestive heart failure  

Dave Duncan - pray for strength - needs another heart stent put in 

Connie & Darryl Dunham - health issues 

Ruth Easton (Vickie Merida's mother) - health issues 

Terry Eckel (Richardson's son) - liver condition - doctor again-6 mos. 

Judith Edminister - recovery from fall - leg wound to heal soon 

Russell & Ladonna Ficklin - health issues 

James Frederick - on kidney transplant list 

Mary & Earl Furr - health issues - to regain their strength 

Marty Gaede's brother, Denny - rare form of cancer - spread to his lungs 

and liver-chemo seems to be helping - please pray 

Padon Gill - fighting addiction 

Dodge Gorman (Richardson's grandson) - recovery from surgery 

Marilyn Hacker - rehab at Rosegate 

Tammy Hall (Karen Cundiff's friend) - cancer treatments 

Nancy Hancock - health issues 

Carolyn Harris - shortness of breath - having tests 

Virginia & David Hartsough - salvation 

Rick Hensley (friend of C. Wright) - fighting cancer 

Ron Herron's granddaughter, Abbie - fighting cancer 

Mrs. Holbrook (April Flowers' mother) - health issues 

Susie & Larry Incollingo's children 

Bill Jenks (Verna Blake's brother-in-law) - salvation 

Byrl Johnson - 3 surgeries on foot - pray for full recovery 

Dale Jones (friend of Beth Cox) & Family- has aggressive cancer 

Debbie Jones - on kidney transplant list 

Mike Kamman - pancreatic cancer 

C. Keesee's relative-Eliza Schilling(3yrs old) -brain tumor & Parents  

Bert & Louisa Kellam - salvation 

Jennifer Lentz' brother, Nathan (36) -fighting multiple myeloma 

Nick Leslie - 20 yrs old - cancer 

Joe Lipe - several health issues & his wife-Tania 

Kit Logan - recovery from hip replacement 

Family of Darlene Love-especially daughter-a lot of health issues 

CONTINUED PRAYER: 

Megan Love (Vennes' friend) - on heart transplant list 

Jeff Lovins' co-worker's wife - stage 2 colon cancer 

Jessica Lovins - health issues  

Janet Marchant's friend, Jennifer Huntsucker - fighting rare cancer 

Wesley Martin - salvation and health issues 

Dorian Maxwell (V. Cornelison's friend's grandson) - salvation  

Kevin Mayer - needs job & unspoken request 

Kelly Mayes' mother - salvation 

Tim Mayhew - Parkinson's and other health issues 

Sarah McClure - treatment for breast cancer 

Debbie Miller (John Peterson's sister) - advanced cancer 

Colten Miller-6 yrs. -lung cancer-(Son of Friend of Dan Wheeler) 

Pauline Moore - Alzheimer's is getting worse 

Vicki Moore - in treatment for stage 2 breast cancer 

Val Navratil's sister, Gloria - having cancer treatments 

Mary Ellen Neal - rehab 

Janie Newton - pain and health issues 

Jack & Opal Nibarger - Jack has been diagnosed with polymyalgia 

Marcia Nowacki - recovery from surgery 

Nancy & Don O'dell - health issues (Don's dementia worsening) 

Kristine Parry (Sharon Banks' daughter) - rare kidney disease 

Tom Patterson (J. Stephenson's nephew)-chemo after brain tumor 

Debbie Payne - UTI and diverticulitis. 

Brad Pibbs (T.Boyer's relative) he is 42-has colon cancer 

Peggy Reed's son-in-law, Joe Kizzee - heart issues 

Linda Rinker's son, Christopher - health & salvation 

Terry Roush's friend - Lester Combs - fighting bone cancer 

M. Schoolcraft's nephew, Tom Ward - continue cancer treatment 

Darlene Sego (Dave Duncan's daughter) - cancer much worse 

Dan Sinclair-equilibrium problems & Beth Sinclair-health 

J.D. Skaggs - unspoken 

Rosie Skaggs' son-in-law, Kenneth - brain tumor 

Charlie Smith-3 yrs. old - fighting cancer (friends of Lovins) 

J.J. Smith - recovery from fireworks accident (lost 3 fingers) 

Stephanie Smith-thyroid cancer & non-cancerous brain tumor 

Mark Sorrell - Lewy Body Dementia (Parkinson's) 

Kathy Stacy's daughter -SuAnn Parks - continue prayer for health  

Carrie Stephenson - chronic kidney failure & congestive heart 

Etta Swann - breathing issues 

Hunter Thompson - health issues 

Paul Walk - kidney issues  

Cindy Walker - waiting for a kidney donor 

Leroy Waller (Gail Matheson's cousin) - lung cancer 

Shirley Weaver - hardening of blood vessels in brain 

Ashley Weedman - pray for the salvation of her family 

Dwight & Patti Wilcoxon - health issues 

Carrie & Mike Willey as Mike is fighting cancer 

Rosie Williams' daughter, Dawn - for salvation 

Ed Wolfe - lung cancer 

Ellen Yates - cancer 

Julie Yeats' cousin, Sue Light - inoperable brain tumor  

Marie Young - Pearletta Stovall's mother - health issues 

Carol Zurcher - recovery from shoulder surgery. 

John & Bernie Zurcher - health issues 

 

*Continue to pray for Mike Pipes as he recovers from a mild stroke.  Pray for all of his health issues. 

*Continue to pray for Debbie Ridlen as she has treatments for cancer.  Please keep Debbie & Earl in your prayers. 

*Continue to pray for Nancy Fearin as she finishes radiation treatments. 

*Continue to pray for Bob & Bev Scellato for Bob's blood condition and for his strength. 

*Continue to pray for Carl Knox'  sister's 8-year-old grandchild, Elaine.  She has leukemia and will have 1 1/2 years of 

chemo to stabilize it. 

*Continue to pray for Dennis Zurcher's uncle, Leonard Zurcher.  He is doing better.  Also, pray for Dennis' cousin, Steve, 

as he recovers from triple bypass heart surgery. Having good days and not-so-good.   Dennis' cousin's brother-in-Dennis' 

cousin's brother-in-law, John, has a large tumor in his lungs.  He will have chemo every 3 weeks for 21 weeks. 

*Continue to pray for Steve Bradbury's mother, Georgia.  She is having problems with hallucinations.  Please pray. 

*Continue to pray for Jeff Lovins' brother, Brian, as he will start chemo after he heals from surgery. 


